Sentence Completion Exercise

This grammar exercise tests your understanding of basic grammar rules and sentence patterns.

1. When the storm subsided, we ....................................... the next village.
   continued to
   continued on
   continued on to

2. I managed to do ................................ in the test
despite not feeling ................................
   well, good
   well, well
   good, good

3. Neither Jane nor .................................. have
   been to the opera.
   I
   me
   her

4. He thinks that ............................................. two can
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win the doubles match.

we
us
them

5. ........................................ vividly, the lighting struck the tall building.

Flashing
Flashed
Having flashed

6. ........................................ by rain we took shelter under a tree.

Driving
Driven
Having driven

7. She was given the best treatment.
   ........................................ she died soon after.

Despite this
Even though
Though
By contrast

8. Will you ........................................ the good tennis balls from the worn ones?

separate
separate off
separate out

9. Do you like ........................................ of meat pie?

this sort
this sorts
these sort
these sorts

10. The garden ........................................ used to clip the hedge.

shear was
shears were
shears was
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11. A strimmer is a machine………………………………… grass and weeds.

to cut
for cutting
to cutting

12. You……………………………………………….. working hard.
definitely have been
have been definitely
have definitely been

Answers

1. When the storm subsided, we continued to the next village.
2. I managed to do well in the test despite not feeling well.
3. Neither Jane nor I have been to the opera.
4. He thinks that we two can win the doubles match.
5. Flashing vividly, the lighting struck the tall building.
6. Driven by rain we took shelter under a tree.
7. She was given the best treatment. Despite this she died soon after.
8. Will you separate the good tennis balls from the worn ones.
9. Do you like this sort of meat pie?
10. The garden shears were used to clip the hedge.
11. A strimmer is a machine for cutting grass and weeds.
12. You have definitely been working hard.